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A STUDY OF THE AVAILABILITY FOR VISUAL INSTRUCTION IN
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOWIE COUNTY
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION

Visual education may be defined ae the process of
training through seeing experiences.
"Seeing is believing" is an adage as ancient as
civilization} it originated with the fact that knowledge
first case through sight. The eye is the most retentive
as well as the most observant of the human senses.
Oral methods may have been the first means of trans
ferring ideas but as we know, all contacts were not face
to face contacts, and other means were needed for trans
ferring ideas} so we find people using picture writing.
The caveman primarily printed the walls of his cave and
made pictures upon the walls for ornamentation, and
secondarily, these pictures were used as warnings, or to
give information to others who might come that way after
they had found another location.
Man today is yet learning from drawing and paintings
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which he finds in these caves. A lot of these picture
written walls, found in the ©uvea, dates hade to a peri
od before history was recorded.
The heirglyphe given by the Egyptians say be
termed a© the point in ©sclent civilisation in which
thetransition began in picture writing to the fona of
alphabet used In transferring ide s. The theory of
education has followed three distinct lines of thoughts
(1) the realist; (2) the naturalists and (3) the hum
anistic. Foremost among those who advocated those
theories was the realistic theory, maintained by dohn
Coaeaius. Cosaeniue maintained that the child could not
learn by words alone; he therefore appealed to the eye
and the mind of the pupil through the skill of the
artist, and gave to the world the first illustrated text
book<Tba iorld Illustrated). This book held distinction
for nearly a century.
Others interested in educ tion maintained similar
beliefs and put visual Instruetion in practice, i- roe—
bel employed visual and in his famous kindergarten, he,
however, was only putting FestcJLosai*s theories into

practice. The 3ri -ish Uuseua has cone more to give
visual education Lrpetue than any other orgunis&ation,
which has been connected with education,
It is apparent that visual education is as old
as education itself and to Coaenius belongs the dis
tinction of introducing visual education to the modern
world. It must be borne in aind that visual education
ha® been developing for several centuries, while the
motion picture has been available for education only
a few year®. The notion picture has disclosed a new
world for observation* Many long hidden secrets and
mysteries of Mother earth nay be unfolded which win
aid much in teaching science,
education reduced to its lowest tersa, like other
activities end Interests that are fostered by modern
civilisation, has reached a stage of very elaborate
specialisation and organisation;a® the complexities of
life increase, improved ways of interpreting and Me
tering then must be found through the educative agen
cies of society. Life is rich er full only to the ex
tant that we understand ami appreciate the environment

in which we live* The complexities of life are re
flected la the educative processes by the following
factors: iconos^r of time, amu ahe efficiency of work.
These two major factors art just && important in the
field of education as they are in the field of busi
ness. On the basis of the factors stated there is a
necessity for agencies in education to clarify the
subject matter 9 end thus, free tine for ether efforts*
At present education in man/ ways is experimental
and may oe described as passing through an experimen
tal period—a period of breaking may from the tra
ditional 9 formal ways of teaching into a channel of
training where with the broadening currents of life are
store adequately net.

Widening possibilities require &

toward looking educational program*
Lven though time necessitates, a change in progran9
the question is a serious setter anc. should not be ex
perimented with on little children unwisely or too hast
ily. Modern education is scientific; its procedure is
based on psychological principles*

The educational value of any new me hod is not de
termined by mere opinion or theory, hut must meet the
teat of scientific investig&lion.
The greet, educational aoveaent for recent years
has he en the motivation of school work with various
tests based on accepted pedagogical and psychological
principles* School authorities have oeea greatly in*
fluenced by the use of notion pictures in the industrial
fields; now in every progressive school system in Mieriea, that is not already making use of visual instruction,
serious thought la being given to the future use of
visual instruction*
Visual instruction involve, sasny questions which
have never confronted a teacher; here the scientific in
structor has an opportunity to apply himself to the es
tablishment of s solid foundation in visual education*
As a vital force, visual educ tion is la its infan
cy which term is often loosely and narrowly interpreted*
Many seen to accept its use as a picture projection cm
an illuminated screen, and too, because of the novelty

and gm; popularity of the motion picture show, amy
are inclined to sake great sweeping statements as, *vie»fei eaueation will ©peed up civilisation ten centuries
in twenty years, or visual ecucttion will displace books
in schools0* Those who sake such extravagant assertions
have certainly filled to keep in ©ins. she fact that
genuine learning results only from prolonged, purpose
ful self-activity in response to challenging situations
of a social and a natural environment*
The enriebraent of education through seeing experi
ences involves the use of all visual aits such as ex
cursions, flat pictures, models, exhibits, charts, maps,
graphs, stereographs, and motion pictures. The use of
these new materials in visual education have caused a
wide spread development in the art of photography, which
helps to create correct men-sal images to the 1earner*
Sew material© involve new problems in the teaching
processes*

Some of the most paramount questions in the

field of visual instruction ares
(1) that is the intrinsic value and the piece of these
new devices in the teaching process?
(2) To what extent is learning increased through their

us*?
(3) Does visual education tend to develop or des
troy your ability to think?
These lire serious questions and mist he answered
cautiously and scientifically.

he result obtained by

any educ tions! jaroject is determined by its serious
application in a given situation* Therefore* it has
been quite evident to experienced teachers that hand
ling of these new material© in education need to be ex
perimented with scientifically if they are to be better
understood. Special techniques must be developed for
their use* because these mat trials have cone to stay
and their growia

daily influence is reflected with un

precedented rapidity in the industrial and cossserclal
world*

Here we find ourselves confronted with the peda

gogical problem of determining in what stage of the
learning process does visual education reader the great
est service*
*

The school must meet definite needs of

society* ^ust ss other inventions have drought wealth
and efficiency in the industrial and cossaercial world to
enrich life. School life must move with the same degree
of satisfaction*

A Smm OF TEE AVAILABILITY FOB VISUAL dSTI&CiXOS IN TEL
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF 2QSIL COUNTY
CHAPTER II.
THE FUNaWE&LTAL BASIS FQK TEL USE OF VX3UI* AIDS

To some children Looks are only dry uninteresting
printed pages, dealing with abstract, meaningless facts
that Lave to be Eeooriaed and recited back to their tea
cher.

With this attitude about the subject setter, the

child has very little interest in the subjects which he
studies.

Very little criticise shouln be given to the

school, because, the school on the whole has perfojsaed
its work well and its present inefficiency is in a large
•casuoe the unavoidable accompaniment of the age in vbich
we live. For nearly a half century civilisation has moved
at such rate of rapidity that the school as an institution
has not been able to make all the necessary changes rapid
ly enough to adequately meet tnc needs of the age that
confronts us. The responsibility laid upon the public
school has rapidly increased.

This is accounted for by

•any things* which may be summed up as, "the out side pros-
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sure upon the school as as institution"*
Modem invention challenges the present day prac
tices in education in cony waysf schools In the future
as well as in the present must sect felt needs arising
from the complexities of modern civilisation*

taucu-

tion is so integrated in successful living and goverameot* store apparent* until it became necessary to enact
school lass which would ensure or force the c«*ilc to at
tend school*

While little or no stress was pi. ceo upon

(forcing) or making materials for learning store suitable
to the child* until recent years*
Here we find a problem being erea.ee, which may be
stated as follows; The law can force the child to attend
school but it cannot force him to learn*

why compel a

child to spend long* laboroue hours doing uiings that
are meaningless? Upon the basis of the problem stated*
we can realise very readily the tremendous task left for
the school to perform* What ways* what methods* and what
tools can we use to satisfy these needs? The child mist
be trained* fhat will be the method of procedure?
So then* it becomes the business and problem of
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•very school institution to provide rich ma. practical
curriculum opportunities for each child to ieam more
easily with the least possible waste of time and energy.
This p.oblisa is not as discouraging as it may aces to

the school. For while this problem was accumulating*
not only was mooem psychology revealing better ways of
working with children, but mechanical science was de
veloping certain educational tools which seen to be destined
to bring a very great contribution to education, giving
one of the most helpful remedies for eliminating waste
and increasing the efficiency of school work. This rem
edy is called "visual instruction", and its tools are
called "visual aids •
This aid has coat to education as. have many other im
provements resulting from pressure out side the educational
field.
Visual instruction has for its purpose o aid in
making teaching procedure more effective. To do thin,
its general values must be set forth and consideration
must be given to separate visual aids and bm they may be
satisfactorily applied to the teaching of various subjects,
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which will insure keen interest, economy and efficiency
in teaching and in learning#
Where interest exists the pupil will work, not be
cause he is forced to do so to escape punishment or to
fe% a high ©ark, hut for the sake of the work, itself*
Here we fins m an out growth, a motive which sustains
interest* Through this process achievement is attained*
Bagley says, "to l€,«m one aust he interested ano there
must t>e factors by which interest is ^ustaaned**. Ihrou^h
the sustaining of interest, motivation is obtained.
Durin^ this stage in the learsihi processes the child
now has * motive for trying to leanu He it simply tryii%;
to satisfy a felt need* This is the role that visual
education is to play in the ecucatioiiH field*
he long as the a-attfect matter is abstract and far
removed from the experiences of the cnilb, it is distaste
ful and uninteresting*

here is .an inability to concen

trate* then interest is forced there is no voluntary
work performed by the child. At 'this stage the child
learns very little because there are too many forced fac
tors coming in contact with the mental set-up. In other
words, he hasn't the right stimuli.
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The child is interested in thin s and people he
sees everyday. Their curiosities are unlimited} child
hood is always characterised with curiosity, then their
curiosity is satisfied intelligently, everything about
thea is utilized in providing ways and means for unterst -nding the things in their environment.
The child say he interested in health but what
would the word "health* mean to the child. When he is
shown haw not screening Ms hose end not using proper
precautions in sanitation affect his, he would become
interested immediately. Visual aid tells his all of
this in terse of his seeing experiences. The seeing
sense is able to see how health and screening are related,
Motivation will certainly be stimulated and we will find
the child acquiring motives for wanting to know more
about problems related to life*
From the example it is evident that the child wants
real related seeing experiences as a basis for which
his exploratory activities are based, A need is satis
fied and it is a practical application to some experience
he has had* This procedure, if properly handled, will
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greatly econoaize time ami develop efficiency in the
learning processes*
Many tests and experiments have been given scien
tifically to evaluate the benefit of visual instruction.
Beports from seven schools gave -he following data
resulting from experiment with both visual and abstract
materials*
In the first test, the material was passed srounoi
the teacher then explained the material to the child
ren, after the explanation was given by the teacher.
The children then read the material. When the child
ren finished reading the material, testa were given to
determine how much information the children had got frcaa
the material.

The time spent by the teacher explaining

material was 21 minutes} the time spent by pupils reading
the material was 30 minutes; the time spent on test was
30 minutes. The total number of minutes on test was
31 minutes.
The same test was given to a group of similar in
telligence with visual instruction, without preparing
the child before the pictures were placed on the screen.
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There were 43 miz2ut.es spent on the picture} the results
were different.
Those who saw the picture on the screen made higher
scores th**?1 those who reed the subject matter pertaining
to the picture in the book.
The scores in some instances were 21 points higher*
while 38 minutes more were spent in -he first tests than
on the second test*
Both types of instruction are important in educa
tion* hut it requires skill and technique on the part of
the teacher to successfully use ahem#

Visual instruction*

like other new methods* must first convince, prove* and
satisfy* as well as justify the aims and puiposes for
which it is used.

Lducators are reluctant to accept new

methods even though they have proven the value of their
use.

Yet on the other hand* human energy* efficiency,

^**3 time cannot he continually wasted because of difference
of opinion. The scope of education is so large *tnd every
day more

ar|"

sore is placed upon the shoulders of this

(vast) huge undertaking until it has become paramount that
education should be made simple and

ive the greatest
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tralning possible in the shortest, period of time. Vis
ual education is the aeans through which education c n
accomplish these demands.

»*
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A STUDY OF THE AVAILABILITY FOE VISUAL lESTHUCilGM IS THL
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOfXE COUNTY
CHAFTLB III.

HOW VISUAL BiSTKUCxICH MAKES ILAC&XBG EFFECTIVE

Some Kinds have been too set; and for that reason,
notion picture or anything that would suggest a sieving
picture in the class room would be discouraged. This
condition is duo to the fact that the moving picture
was used and is still used for pleasure and (recreation) •
With this pleasure concept in mind it is disapproved of
by some as an aid in education.
Adults have had far more experience than children;
yet when problems arise that are vital to all, how is
interest usually stimulated?

By the moving picture.

Then the Government wanted to preserve the forest, what
did it do? The Government employed men to travel through
various sections of the country to show how necessary it
was to preserve the forest. Pictures were presented.
Through this immediate seeing experience, the country
was made aware of a national problem and demonstrated
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thelr loyalty by participating in helping to preserve
the timber. After seeing boa. destroying of timber ef
fected the peo.le9 each individual wee willing to g&in
more informs hion through -he materials: the government
circuitted on the conservation of the forest.
The school can use the seme method. A selection
of the material suited for purpose is one of the main
prerequisites.
When material is honestly and thoughtfully se
lected for & definite purpose, there is no doubt about
its effects. This is rather superior to the tradi
tional idea. Because various types of subject master
were outlined for different grades and little ©r no
stres_ was placed upon the relation this particular type
of subject matter had to the experiences of the child-—
other than he learn it and that it was an outlined
course of s tudy far a particular grade.
How education has out grown that practice, beaming
must be obtained through the shortest pexlod of time
with the greatest efficiency and the least expenditure
of effort. When visual aids arc used in learning, much
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consideration is given to the ©election of malarial©.
and to the procedure in presenting toese

materials.

Events related are presented in continuity so the cnild
will be able to connect all f cte as they are presented.
Some contend that this is too easy sad that
learning must u# made difficult in order to make the
child retain wha^ he learns.

Yet on the other hato the

present trend in education stresses the economy of tine.
It must not be over looked that interest is the most
vital factor in the learning processes sad that a pic
ture presented to a child intelligently will arouse
the interest of the child to the extent that he will be
willing to read for further inforsaavioa.
In geography abstract terms like Island* peninsula*
cape* or gulf mean very Utile, but when toe

use of

sight rather than the laaglMtlei is involved in the
study of toe

hove topics the child can very reacily

understand toe meaning of such term; there is to
awareness of their shape and their forms which would en
able the child to interpret toea
experiences.

in texss of his own

19-

Many pictures are available for visual instrue.ion*
Most any subject can more or less oe taught in words,
and more effectively taurht with pictures. In many in
stance? in the study of natural science, pictures ere
of far core service than mere words. The words are mis
leading and due to the child*© limited Knowledge of U»
dictionary, the words are poorly interpreted.
Then visual instruction is intelligently and prop
erly applied to the subject matter, the child is moti
vated to seek more knowledge; a need must oe satisfied
and is interpreted in terms of nis experiences which
will be the bases upon which he will venture to seek
more of the unknown.
It is very difficult to teasih on the part of the
teacher and impossible to learn on the part of the child
if the senses do not cooper: te, fan like 'beast depends
upon seeing experiences. When material is so taught
that all lfc&rnin: is left to the imaginationf it beeomes abstract and far removed from the experiences of
the child. When visual tools are effectively and
peda&ogically used interest is intensified.
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The educative power of the picture 1© ©o uaiver©ally recognised by industrial* coneeretal* ana tranaportation concerns ©a the moet effective mean© oi ad
vertising* that their advertising literatium contains
some of che sost authentic pictures that can be ob
tained.
The business world re TUzea that only the best
brin. fi forth the ;reatest efficiency.
bfeay of the- pictures found on magazine covers and
advertisements on canned goods are found in no'ted art
collections. Any teacher may obtain upon request
frosa any large industrial institution their advertising
literature, rroxa illustrated atgasi&eo a wealth of
material may be obtained froa which the teacher worJtiafc,

cooper tively with the pupil finds vuy little diffi
culty in collecting valuable pictures to illustrate
every phase of their *ork. The illustrated mat rial
froa industrial organizations may be had only for who

askin,. These agencies such as transportation* comerce,
and industry realize the value of pictures as an aid
to put their services upon the market and have developed
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gre&t technique and skill in presenting Jaeir goods and
services to the public, by appealing v.o iiioivibu^
through pictures.
When colorful pictures are plaeeu upon signs besides the highways one. other public to©rough f&ares, the
attention is c lied isswediately; very fee words are
used to conceive the ma-aing, yet the idea is conveyed
sod the advertising has been accomplished in such skill
ful sauaner until the observer has scarcely realised the
processes that the mental faculties have undergone in
gaining this information*
The school on the other hand bus had to use poor
mom of conveying ideas and stiswlatisg the interest
of children*

educators were slow to realist, the value

of each aids to intensify intercut in learning* There
is very little learning so abstract that it cannot be
stimulated and intensified through pictures*

e»
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A STUDY OF THE - VAILA3IUTY FOB VISUAL IHS BJC-IOK IK THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOVXE C013KY
CHAFTiE IV.
THE BASIC FUHCriOHS OF VISUAL AIDS IH THE
TEACHL8S PEOCESCLS

Little doubt exists in regamis to the worth of vis
ual aids in instruction.

The nost logical step now is

to determine by analysis the functions for which these
tools are best adapted in the teaching procedure,

.such

of this procedure depends upon the preparation ana the
ability of the teacher.

This is cirectly concerned with

the unfolding and the developing of the child's inner
©elf.

Through this process of evolution on the pert of

t h e c h i l d f he i s changed from a n Isaac t u r e b e i n g w i t h
meager knowledge into a citizen with power and ability
to adjust himself to the complexities of a highly special
ized civilization.
If the picture is used as a means of infoxmationf
its contribution has indeed been e.t 11,

The picture not

only informs but increases command over the knowledge
previously obtained.

Here we find the picture used as a
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oeans of reeojhaaizing

knowledge that has already

been acquired by to# pupil? through this process skill
and self confidence are developed*

Conscious strength

i# used as a means through which the individual has a
background made up of mental concepts which serve as
a basis for the reflective processes? upon the accumu
lation of these mental concepts, the human expediences
arc stored. The more realistic tire impressions are ah#
more definite and clearer will be the abstract thought
process.
It can- be readily seen that re emphasizing the con
crete not only develops a technique for understanding
the abstract more clearly, but gives the individual
confidence in his ability to know definitely.

Because

of this fact too lit Lis emphasis could he and in many
instances is placed upon the function wnich visual tuuc ation has been (delegated to perform.
It must not be neglected that asm has three dis
tinct ways of cozxsjnication; these ares CD by or?l
language, (2) by visual presentation, and (3) by writ
ten language.

Ordinarily these mediums function best

when they cooperate. Few educators in all ages have

OA

realized this fact, and have put, forth desperate attempts
to save education from verbalism aiK. too «uch bookitfcnecs. Oft the b sic of that fact, other device* ere
neeaed to make impressions more lasUfigt

Significant

steps have bean made to sake the printed page more COSH
preheneive. So far the illustrated page has rendered
very limited service, because the material in some cases
would not be adaptable to the subject astver ane. would
not have any definite relation to the subject matter of
the text in which it was placed* It is very difficult
for anyone to get a clear discription of any ohject out
side the realm of personal experiences when vague des
criptive words are used* It is necessary for us to bear
in mind that visual .instruction is not new, neither is
it late from a pedagogical standpoint* It is only a
means to aid in any particular teaching situation.

Vis

ual aids may be referred to as pictoral refersnee books,
and should be used in the same way reference books are
used*

Free thai stndpoint there is a serious need, for

the regulation of visual education*
The novelty of new devices in education should
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not permit the use of ouemsoric and abuses. liaqr slice®
aril motion pictures have been permitted to circul te
through various school systcms because they were deemed
educational fro® en adult point of vie*• -hie, however,
is contr ry to rood pedagogy and is a waste of time end
money,
hen motion pictures arc used the films an care
fully previewed and those films containing the most eaucationaL information an used at a proper psychological
time in the teaching procedure to aid in the presentation
of a new lesson.
****************
*•

A ZTUDX OF TEE AVAILABILITY FOE VISUAL ISSTBOCTIQS IN THE
JRBLXC SCHOOLS OF BQ&iL COUNTY
CHAPTER V*
TYPES OF VISUAL AILS

Many and varied are the instruments employed in vis
ual instruction* The most commonly usee materials ares
excursions, photographs, prints, exhibits, graphic chart®,
maps and globes, stereographs, stereopticon slices, and
motion pictures*
Excursion does not mean a recreational period in*
dulged in after school or c,urint weekend* It shoulu be
used to accowlish a definite aid in the teaching procedure*
The pupils are taken from the school room to the actual
source of information* Many forerunners in education ad
vocated that the text book should be removed as far as
possible frost people in acquiring knowledge, and Mother
Nature should give you as much as possible. Intimate as
sociation with a place or thin.; becomes aa actual ex
perience with the child*
In the excursion the formal classroom is left behind}
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the teacher has a chance to become better acquainted
with the chile and ©ay be able to discover s oise of the
latent abilities of the backward child.

In the mean

time » excursions give the child an opportunity to re
late school work to work outside the school; while on
the other hand, if the excursion is properly handled,
responsibility and initiative, on the part of the child,
will be developed.
bxcursiort: are varied and almost unlimited and
can supplement any subject in the curriculum.
Photographs and trials s The teacher makes use of
these materials to clarify the meaning of some mm
idea. Ficioral symbols have always been used to il
lustrate the abstract. The primitive i&an first drew
in the sund and carved symbols on rocks; later civilised
man represented the idea in modeled clay.

Jotiero man

has reached the height of symbolic expression through
the development of she pliotograph.
Pictures have long adorned the pages of text books
but too often were neglected on the part of the teacher.
^tymg of the pictures have been insignificant because
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of their size and poor quality* A good picture is nor*
valuable than the printed descriptive page. This means
economy and greater efficiency in teaching.
The increasing emphasis placed on the need of pic
ture experiences is noted by the fact that text nooks
that are well illustrated with significant pictures are
being adopted through out the country. Suitable pic
tures are of tremendous value in developing a lesson
plan.
The flat picture may be used as a means to clarify
an

impression upon the learner. Here the picture is a

partial substitute for some reality, -hen used as such,
the teacher should treat the material for definite study.
These pictures when used in this way should stimulate in
terest and it remains for the teacher to skillfully con
struct questions that would develop the observation
power of the child.
During the early period of school life the child is
building up initial concepts; future judgement and con
crete information are needed to solve he daily problems
of the child. The teacher should have some sort of s
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pictorial library to meet the needs of the child as
they arise each day. Most any teacher can equip her
class room with a picture library if she is willing to
put forth effort*
A few pictures properly mounted are worth far
sore than a large collection of pictures poorly mounted.
The teacher should not neglect the fact that quality
and not quantity should be sought*
Sometimes in mounting pictures of color the ar
tistic taste is sacrificed for the utilisation of the
picture9 while on the other hand, if the appreciation
for artistic values is not ©tressed, valuable pictures
can be ruined by poor and mussy pasting*

The teacher

too often leaves the child upon his own resources in
making scrap books on geography and his tory or nature
study. As a result we find poorly arranged
pasted pictures on poorly arranged pages.

nd badly

When btd

habits are foiled in using these educative tools they
counteract any good that may come from such projects*
Too often children ©re permitted to cut pictures
out of nev.s papers and mag azines without any definite
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purpose*
These valuable pictures when so used, are washed*
They could have been used as future reference® in the
pictorial library if they had been properly handled*
The utilisation of such materials is determined by the
alertness of the teacher*
Mounted pictures are of little value if they are
not properly labelled, carefully classified ana cata
logued*

So necessary also i® it that these pictures

be available anytime to meet a definite need of the
child*

The skilled teacher can do ranch here, because

the waste of valuable pictures can be eliminated by
grouping the pictures into classes, and whenever the
need arises for the use of such material in developing
a lesson, it is at hand*
Motion pictures may fall in that category of vis
ual aids which serve as an incentive for stimulating
interest in the most abstract subject matter*

This

procedure can be most effectively used in studying other
countries and how they are rela ted to us*

This method

of procedure does not require preliminary preparations
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to be understood* While on the ot. er band the child Is
stimulated to the extent tmt he can mice a purposeful
study of the country and It® relation to bin native land*

see
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A

STUDY OP THE AVAILABILITY FOE VISUAL IL'S.K.CIIOH IB THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOWIE COUJJIY
CHAPTER

VI.

VISUAL EDUCATION IB SOCIAL STUDIES

The eurrents of life determine the type of subject
matter tht should be taught in public schools. As a
result new interpretsiion and methods of education in
regards to teaching* procedure have arisen which necessi
tate a very extensive use of visual aids. It must be
realized that hard and fast lines cannot be drawn be
tween similar subject matter. In solving* problems- and
executing projects these different subjects lose their
identity* This is particularly true of the social stu
dies! due to their importance in the development of good
citizens i the subjects are correlated for this reason*
Arithmetic, geography, reading, history, and civics are
treated under one heed* This is promulgated to guaran
tee one common basis for thinking, as the scope of im
portance involves the struggle of the human race for ex-
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istcnce, which will deal with the experiences ot s&n and
the activities as well, controlled by geographic condi
tions, Here we find the tcache* is more or less concerned
with nature Kid how dynamic it is in the shaping of hu
man activities. The motion picture can truthfully be
used as a basis for developing an appreciation for the
significance of such movements in human society.
This material should be skillfully grouped and pre
sented as to represent as continuity of progress. The
child can sec the facts so plainly until he will be able
to recognise the significance of each stage of develop
ment, and be able to weave same into the pattern of his
environment, through the knowledge fro® the seeing ex
perience, There are two major factors that should be
borne in minds (1) the content of social studies is broad
and far reaching and (2) the definite needs ana varied
interest of boys and girls in different communities should
be met,

Materials for the study should be obtained on

the basis of the above facts.
•»
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A STUDY CF TIL AVAILABILITY FO VISUAL IBSTBUC IQI IB TEL
PUBLIC JGIOuLS OF B0'«IL COUNTY
CHATTLE VII.
MATLEIAL AVAlLASLi IB BOOT COUNTY FOE VISUAL IS3&.UCTIOB

The materials available in 'this particular county
may be grouped into the following categories*
(1) piiotoi raphe and prints
(2) graphic charts
(3) iaa..s and globes
(4) excursions
The materials mentioned above are free mors or less.
If the teacher has to purchase th«mf the price is very

small, compared with the results they will bring in the
teaching procedure.
The photographs and prints can be had for the asking
from some of the lar e industrial companies. Other types
of pictorial material may be obtained from the different
departments of the government. Othe. sources for material
is the illustrated magazine. This is probably the most
widely used of all visual materials. There is very little
excuse for any rural school teacher not possessing an ample
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supply. They are eaty to use sac convenient to use end
study closely*
The greatest handicap confronting visual aid in
instruction is the old idea that people maintained.
They have a tendency to think only in terns of the asotion picture. This however is only one type of visual
aid and the significance of visual aids cannot he eond<aaned because an individual is unable to discriminate
in using -these various aids.
In some rural schools of the county there are
libraries. While on the other hand there have been cir
culating libraries in the county. The material© in both
the permanent and the circulating library can be used
very advantageously in teaching various sutgects in
schools. In many instances the units are alre ady worked
out. The instances in which the units are already worked
out should not cause ajay negligence on the part of the
teacher to the extent that she would assume that the
pictures used to convey definite facts are suitable to
the children in her class. This material is more or less
suggested and the teacher should use her intelligence in
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selecting pictures for her particular group—keeping
in mind individual difference©
which the children live*

nd the environment in

Pictures,like abstract sub

ject matter, should be used to suit the needs of the
child*
Graphic Cherts& This type of material in visual

education has been thought of lees than any other type,
yet on the other hand, it has a great significance in
the teaching procedure*
These visual tools may ue described as the cevices for >takin: dry facts more interesting*

It must

oe kept in mind that statistical facts are of little or
no importance in element ry grades, but it is impor
tant and very necessary that general impressions are
made on the minis of growing children*

Per example*

^The United States is a great consumer of raw silk and
is dependent on Japan for 761. of her supply, China for
17%, Italy 4%, France 1%, and 2% from other sources.
This data is very small or means nothing to the child*
But it cm be made very impressive by showing five at-
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tractively colored silk moth.. or worms dram as nearly
as possible to the proportion of 76S, 17%, 4%, £1» and

X% respectively#
The chflM can use baud made charts for comp.risons
as well#

Any number can be obtained from chambers of

Commerce, The United States Beparteent of Agriculture,
and various other com ercial bouses*
Maus and Globes: Haps and globes bold a unique
place in teaching#

So substitute® can 'be used for when#

They an indispensable in teaching- social studies#
They help pupils to localise and visualize realities#
Maps were made long before text books, end today they are
looked upon as scientific and artistic diagraaatic charts#
They may be described as symbolic ideas of given realities
existing in space or locality# They fell into the fol
lowing categoriess relief maps, physical maps and globes,
population maps, temperature amps, rainfall maps, vegeta
tion saps, j roducvs or economic maps, and special history
maps#
These maps may be made of sand, Papier M&che maps
(made of sand), paper and w ter and salt end flour maps,

and clay maps. These saps are inexpensive and can be
made by the pupils with the assistance of -he teacher*.
Excursions will be discussed in the next chapter,
as they are interrelated with cooperation of local
manufacturers•

•**
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A STUDY CF THE AVAILABILITY FOB VISUAL IHSIflBCTIQ# Id TEE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BG8TXE COUBTY
CHAFTER VIII.
COOPLSATIOH OF LOCAL LALUFACTULLB5

There ape several manufactori a in the county to
which the children might go on excursions, and gain a
wealth of information concerning industries.
Such excursions may he planned as follow:

The

teacher will first make arrangements with, the manager,
to determine the date and hour to hring children* Af
ter the date and hour have bees arranged, the teacher
should then divide he class into small groups(if the
class happens to be a large one)* The manager of the
plant may explain the different thin e ana their use
and will tell the children what to look for in the
various processes*
The seme procedure for an excursion may ue followed
in m&klsg excursions to:
1* The Poet Pipe Plant
2* The South Teetern Gas and Electric Company
3* Crockery
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4. Sulphur plant
5, Civic Institution©
(a) court
(b) post office
(c) aviation field
(d) railroad terminal
(e) hospital
In order for the observation to be a success the
following conditions should be fulfilledt

The pupils

should be worked up to the point that they feel an ur
gent need for a field trip. The teacher should be
fatciliar wi th the pi ce or' thing ba t the. children are
visiting.

Before starting the pupil and teacher should

have a definite purpose*
A systemic procedure and study should be c- rrled
out while on the ground in order that definite problems
may be solved and correct emphasis placed.

3o®e of the

mother? say go along to assist the teacher.
Upon returning the teacher and pupils should sake
definite use of all information obtained.

#*+***«#****#**

•
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A STUDY OF THE AVAILABILITY FOE VISUAL ISSTSUCTIQS IS ILL
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF ISOWIL COUHXY

CHAPTER IX.
C O N C L U S I O N

ID the past too i&ich e trees has been placed upon
the recitin; of words.
granted.

Too much has been takes for

ID the past learning was more or less memory

rather than understanding.

The teacher depending upon

the printed pa,;e rather than ability to determine the
needs of the child and then asking the lesson suited to
the child, contributed to the fallacy that "lesson
learning" is education.
The pioneer work has sore or less been done.

It

is now evolving itself into the legitimate place in
aotera teaching procedure.

Scarcity of visual materials

has been a handicap, but that is being rapidly overcome;
such visual aids as flat pictures, maps, globes, stereo
graphs, stereopticon slides have been fairly plentiful
and not difficult to obtain.
The development of desired visual material requires
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tisae alone; with ihe concentrate*! efforts of experts in
the field of education and in the fieM of picture
produc ~ion*

•
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A STUDY OF THL AYAILABILIX i FO.t VISJAL ISSrSUCTIOM IS l'E6»
PUBLIC ^CHDuLS df DO AIL OOUifTY
CHAPTER X*
SUMMARY
-The Sew Responsibility of the Public School
The public school holes a stragetic position* It
has power to spre d education of the right sort, to di
rect thinking, and to bring people and nations to bet
ter unaerttandin and appreciation of each other* The
public school teacher holds the destiny of the world in
her hands* The ideals and attitudes of the future de
pend on what is taught sue how it is taught in the pub
lic schools* The saaeses of all Illiterate peoples aust
be reached and persuaded to ch nge their aaode of thought*
Picture illustration is the only universal language
at hant and at present is the moat feasible oe&as on
which all attention rsay be concentrated wi -h which to
organize work for world education*
The good and beautiful of every civilisation must be
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portrayed accurately.

People® are more alike than dif

ferent|every civilization has some thing worth while
which deserves careful study.

Tfcorw are already many

travel films for the upper graces, txtt very few of the
right sort for the lo. er grades*

When under standing

and fauzan sympathy become a vital part of our thoughts
prejudices and differences will be overcome.

It is in

helping to solve great problems of modern civilization
that visual education promisee to render the greatest
service to humanity*
Visual educ tion in Bowie County say be effective
to the extent of how well it hat- presentee to the
pupils in that particular county of the clc. e proMsdty
in which they have with their surroundings,

its a

final analysis, the child is able to interpret other
related problems from tkeaw&reness of things uaich exist
in Me environment.
*«***»#***#**«*
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